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Author’s Note

I first heard about John Duval Gluck on Christmas Eve. As my family sat 
around the Christmas tree after opening gifts, my uncle Dan mentioned 
a great-granduncle of mine who had been New York’s Santa Claus. My 
brothers and I peppered him with questions, and he told us what he knew. 
He was fuzzy on the details but dug up a few photos and an old Seagram’s 
V.O. holiday print ad that featured Gluck as a man who’d “helped save 
Christmas” once upon a time. How had I never heard of this guy? A quick 
Google search pulled up little. But my curiosity was piqued—I wanted to 
know more about this long-lost relative of mine. It turned out there was 
much more.

With the few leads from Uncle Dan, I scoured newspaper archives, 
the New York Public Library, and Ancestry.com. I found that Gluck, in 
fact, had been the toast of New York a century before—a regular pres-
ence in the newspapers, a widely quoted expert on philanthropy, and a 
man friendly with many of the era’s biggest stars and politicians. It came 
thanks to his founding of the Santa Claus Association, which for fifteen 
years answered every letter a New York City kid sent to St. Nick. Without 
Gluck and his group, these hopeful missives would be sent to the Dead 
Letter Office and destroyed. He made Santa real for thousands of New 
Yorkers.

Under this glowing tale, however, a more illicit story line swirled—
suspicions of thievery, blackmail, and espionage; an arrest; and eventual 
exposure as a huckster. Who was the real John Gluck?

My search to uncover his true story took me to Florida, Texas, Wash-
ington, DC, and the far corners of Gotham. I connected with experts on 
Christmas, the US Postal Service, and New York City. I met with rela-
tives I hadn’t known existed. Frances, a widow of Gluck’s nephew, recalled 
John fondly; after some digging, she found several storage boxes full of 
his papers. She sent a fifty-five-pound trove of John’s personal correspon-
dences, official Santa Claus Association documents, and original Santa 
letters that served as the backbone of the story you are about to read. 
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Author’s Note

Among the papers was a letter from Muriel, the daughter of another of 
John’s brothers. Muriel proved a wonderful resource on John’s personality 
and checkered history, and she remembered her uncle warmly, if also as 
a bit peculiar. 

Through their invaluable input, loads of research, and luck, the rest of 
the pieces—a riveting Bureau of Investigation (the precursor to the FBI) 
report on Gluck’s schemes, a Supreme Court case against the Boy Scouts 
of America, and lots of Santa letters—fell into place. They revealed a man 
who yearned for escape from a mundane life but who lost his bearings 
once he broke free. He was a fitting man for his time—from World War I 
to the Great Depression—when civic engagement and optimism were at 
a high point and could be easily exploited by a man with a touching cause 
and a good story. This was when Christmas became the garish, commer-
cial, spectacular holiday we celebrate today, with Gluck himself playing a 
key role in its transformation. But it was also a time when the whole party 
was about to come to a crashing end. 

This may be a story about Santa Claus, but all of it is true. Anything 
in quotes comes verbatim from the original letter, testimony, or report. In 
some cases I have adjusted the formatting for consistency, but I have left 
any misspellings or grammatical quirks intact. In a few cases I have used 
italics to indicate exchanges that took place but where the exact wording 
was not documented. Where firsthand accounts could not be found, I 
have noted what combination of sources I drew on in order to render the 
scene. Telling the true story of a fabulist presents challenges, but I verified 
Gluck’s claims with additional sources whenever possible. 

I like to think Gluck embodies the myth-making spirit of America—
combining ambition, charm, and a healthy share of bull, when it suited 
him. He wanted not just a good life but greatness, and his story can be a 
cautionary tale or an inspiration, depending how you look at it.

Alex Palmer
Brooklyn, New York

February 2015
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Alas! how dreary would be the world if there were no Santa Claus. 
It would be as dreary as if there were no Virginias. There would be 
no childlike faith then, no poetry, no romance to make tolerable this 
existence.

—Francis P. Church, New York SuN, 1897
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PROLOGUE

An Arrest in Coney Island

How quickly fortunes reversed. 
At 9:30 p.m. on the cool evening of September 9, 1913, John Duval 

Gluck Jr., dressed in his best suit and bowler, his mustache carefully 
groomed, basked in the excitement of a stadium full of his fellow New 
Yorkers. A light breeze carried the scent of salt water and stale food 
over the hundreds of onlookers packed into their seats. They whooped 
at what they saw before them: In the flesh, ambling around the arena, 
was something they had only heard about in stories and seen in picture 
books. 

But just moments after this marvelous spectacle appeared, delight-
ing and thrilling the audience, it all came crashing down. By 10:30 p.m., 
Gluck sat handcuffed and humiliated in the Coney Island Police Station. 

It was New York City’s first bullfight and the headline event of Coney 
Island Mardi Gras week. George Tilyou, creator of the beloved Steeple-
chase Park, took a chance and hired the untested Gluck to publicize it. 
Though a novice publicity man, the thirty-five-year-old Gluck proved 
adept at sparking interest. By taking out newspaper ads alongside those 
for Broadway shows, promising “three ferocious bulls each performance,” 
and talking up the showdown to his press contacts, Gluck elevated the 
bullfight into one of the most talked-about draws of the festival. Run-
ning two times each day, almost all of the tickets had been sold by the 
time the bacchanal began. Although it remained true to the spirit of the 
more familiar Louisiana festival, Coney Island’s Mardi Gras was held not 
before Lent but after Labor Day, marking the end of summer days spent 
lying on the beach and eating hot dogs on Surf Avenue.
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Gluck hoped this new gig might give him a fresh start. He’d followed 
his father into the family business at age twenty-four and dedicated him-
self to customs work, as vice president and then president of the customs 
brokerage firm John D. Gluck & Son. But a decade on, he yearned for 
escape. He’d spent his entire adult life immersed in the nuances of import-
ing and exporting, excise tax and tariffs. Now he wanted his hours to go 
to something more meaningful. At such an exhilarating time, it seemed 
a shame to just watch the thrills of New York City from the outside, like 
the poor children he often saw on the sidewalk, faces pressed against the 
windows of Gotham’s proliferating shops, lobster palaces, and hotel lob-
bies. Gluck wanted inside.

He possessed a natural gift for storytelling and had accumulated 
plenty of business associates from his brokerage work, so he decided to 
try his hand at publicity. His well-connected friend, the restaurateur Paul 
Henkel, connected Gluck with the Mardi Gras opportunity. Henkel sold 
tickets to the event from his newly opened steakhouse, helping bring in 
business as he supported his friend’s efforts to move into a new line of 
work.

But now the day had finally arrived. Gluck joined the delighted crowd 
as New York’s eleventh annual Mardi Gras launched in the large ballroom 
of Luna Park with the crowning of the festival’s king and queen—tubby 
silent-film star John Bunny and actress Lillian Walker. They led a great 
parade atop their royal float, covered in garlands and incandescent bulbs, 
marching from Ocean Parkway and Neptune Avenue all the way to West 
Twenty-Second Street. Behind them traveled floats representing far-
flung countries while costumed mummers and brass bands rounded out 
the procession. Bringing in the rear was the Coney Island float—a giant 
electric-lighted lobster ridden by a bevy of young beauties. Gluck could 
barely make out the floats through the blizzard of confetti and paper 
streamers.

For Gluck and the other spectators, the dancing crowds and colors 
seemed like a kaleidoscopic dream. Among the audience that evening, 
Italian-born painter Joseph Stella described the “hectic mood the surg-
ing crowd and the revolving machines generating for the first time, not 
anguish and pain, but violent, dangerous pleasures.” The swirling lights 
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and colossal rides he saw that night inspired his first masterpiece—the 
hallucinogenic oil painting Battle of Lights, Coney Island, Mardi Gras. 
Coney was a place where New Yorkers could forget everyday obligations 
and social codes—cuddling in the Barrel of Love and laughing as clowns 
zapped men with electric stingers and hidden air jets blew up girls’ skirts 
in the Blowhole Theater. One of the most popular attractions was a booth 
with fake china dishes that customers paid to destroy. “If you can’t break 
up your own home, break up ours!” read the sign. And at Mardi Gras, 
Coney Island got wilder than usual.

The crowd was especially lively thanks to acting mayor Adolph Kline’s 
decision to provide twenty-five all-night licenses to local cafes and hotels, 
supplying drinks to all who wanted them, as late, or early, as they liked. 
It fueled the horde, which made its way past Steeplechase’s Ferris wheel 
and mechanical racecourse toward the large makeshift arena Tilyou had 
installed for the headline event. The shop girls, newsboys, and other rev-
elers, who had each paid fifty cents to as much as five dollars per ticket, 
filled the seats overlooking an emptied swim tank, its water replaced by 
a foot of sand. Gluck had arrived early to ensure all the performers were 
ready and to provide a few interviews to reporters. Was there any truth to 
the rumors the bullfight might be cancelled? What about the safety of the bull? 
they asked. Absolutely no truth to it, Gluck assured them. And there is no 
reason to worry about the safety of the bull—or the matador, for that mat-
ter. As he had explained many times already, this would be a “bloodless 
bullfight”—a demonstration, not a violent confrontation. He could barely 
hide his annoyance and urged the reporters to stop speaking with the 
meddling Humane Society folks, who had been ginning up protests about 
the event the past week. Just watch the show for yourself, he urged. As the 
crowd of seven hundred settled, Gluck found a place on the sideline with 
a view of the action. He lit a cigarette to dissipate some of his nervous 
excitement as his watch struck 9:30. He would show these skeptics.

A thick, muscular man strolled into the arena, wearing colorful traje 
de luces, complete with wide-brimmed hat, short jacket, and snug tights. 
The clothing, aided by the lightness of his smooth movements, gave him 
a deceptively slender appearance. The crowd knew this man: famed Span-
ish matador Enrique Robles, whom Gluck had trumpeted as a daredevil, 
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brindled with scars, who had nearly lost an eye during a recent scrap with 
a bull. Spectators whispered to one another the story of how Robles had 
defeated his first bull at age fifteen—how he’d sat in the audience just as 
they did today, but at a crucial moment jumped over the barrier, pulled from 
his pocket several sharp banderillas, and planted them deep in the beast’s 
back. The bull threw him seventeen feet, and kicked off the teenager’s 
death-defying career. Now Robles had brought his first show in the United 
States to Brooklyn, and these spectators were there to witness history. 

Several picadors on horseback galloped onto the sand following the 
matador, each dressed in a short velvet jacket, silk shirt, and velvet stock-
ings with a pica lance used to test the bull’s strength and to signal Robles 
which side the creature favored. Over the loudspeaker, announcer Eugene 
Talrone described each step of the dance in excited tones, while assuring 
the onlookers this was only an exhibition. Robles and his retinue would 
not taunt, injure, or kill the bull but merely demonstrate what such a per-
formance looked like in Spain. Gluck glanced at the reporters to ensure 
they jotted that last point. A pair of cowboys, ready to perform between 
Robles’s demonstrations, waited nearby.

The introductions over, a side gate opened and the real star of the 
evening appeared: a hulking Andalusian bull, brought from Spain on the 
same ship as Robles. It trudged around the ring, ignoring the riotous 
crowd that called to it. Few in the audience had ever seen such a creature 
in action, and their cheers validated Gluck’s promises that this would be 
an event New York would not soon forget.

Gluck drummed up a packed house, partly because bullfighting 
remained a divisive sport. The last high-profile show had taken place 
almost a decade earlier, at the 1904 World’s Fair in St. Louis. When the 
authorities had tried to halt the event, a mob of almost seven thousand 
stormed the arena, destroyed the furnishings, and burned it to the ground. 
A 1911 letter to the editor of the New York Times urged that the interna-
tional community condemn bullfighting or “in some way lift the Spanish 
people to a more enlightened form of amusement.”

At least five men in the audience shared this distaste for the sport. 
They bought seats not for their own entertainment but because they dis-
trusted Gluck’s assurances that this fight would be nonviolent. Three were 
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New York veterinarians: Edward Leary, Thomas Childs, and Philip Finn. 
Next to them sat Thomas Archer, a representative of the Humane Society, 
and Thomas Freel, superintendent of the Society for the Prevention of 
Cruelty to Animals (SPCA).

They watched hawk-eyed as Robles delicately approached the bull. 
The creature moved slowly and seemed hardly the furious animal the 
crowd expected. The matador placed a tissue streamer between the ani-
mal’s horns. No reaction. The announcer attempted to add excitement to 
the proceedings, describing how fierce and dangerous the creature could 
get, but the somnambulant bull took little notice of the strutting matador. 
Sensing the dissipating energy, with a showman’s desire to give the people 
what they paid for, and flouting all of Gluck’s assurances and New York 
City law, Robles smacked the bull on the nose. Gluck’s throat tightened. 
The bull’s gloominess vanished. Snapping to furious attention, the animal 
charged. It ran at Robles, who dodged the beast. And then it kept run-
ning—straight at the crowd. 

Without slowing down, the bull slammed headlong into the wooden 
barricade separating it from the audience. Members of the crowd shrieked 
and dove from their seats, frightened he would charge again or crash 
through the barricade altogether. 

While many ran for their lives, the veterinarians jumped from their 
seats and sprinted toward the bull, which now lay on its side. Upon strik-
ing the arena wall, the creature had knocked itself unconscious. The crowd 
and the doctors had little to fear from the beast now. The reporters on 
the sidelines began gunning questions at Gluck, but he could only stare 
silently as Leary, Childs, and Finn examined the bull from hoof to horns 
and found its nose badly cut. An animal lover himself, Gluck pitied the 
poor bull—but more distressful at that moment was that the gore pouring 
from the creature’s face made Gluck’s “bloodless” claim a lie. That was not 
only embarrassing, it was illegal. The doctors signaled to the men from the 
SPCA and the Humane Society. In the past, the two organizations had 
traded barbs about each other’s effectiveness but set aside their differences 
for such a high-profile gathering. Freel and Archer worked together in 
arranging for the veterinarians to be on hand and—as Gluck was about 
to learn—in securing the involvement of several cops.
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As if in slow motion, Gluck watched as uniformed police officers 
consulted with the animal-rights men and then moved on Robles’s six 
picadors and the two cowboys, corralling and cuffing the costumed fig-
ures. Next they went after announcer Talrone and, amidst his protests 
and in view of the reporters he had tried so hard to impress, handcuffed 
Gluck himself. The papers the next day would gleefully recount the event’s 
meltdown and arrest of its press agent, much to Gluck’s ire. Fleet-footed 
Robles managed to escape. Though reports differed whether the collision 
with the fence or the strike from the matador caused the bull’s bloody 
nose, the fracas provided the police with enough to charge the event’s 
organizers with breaking sections 181 and 185 of the New York City 
penal code—baiting animals and animal cruelty, respectively. The officers 
frog-marched the motley band of men to the Coney Island Police Station. 

It was the last bullfight Coney Island hosted, bloodless or otherwise, 
and the organizers took a loss on the rest of the week’s shows. The police 
eventually charged Gluck and the others with fines and released them. 
But while seated in the jail cell, his carefully pressed suit now disheveled, 
the wild party continuing outside without him, Gluck faced the failure of 
his first serious attempt to break out of his life’s mundane routine. 

He could have reasonably accepted defeat and returned to the tedious 
world of taxes and tariffs he understood. But the brief taste of the excited 
crowd, of having brought something to New York that it had never seen 
before, left Gluck intoxicated. And as it happened, he knew of another 
way to enchant New Yorkers and bring joy to his own humdrum life. He 
had been toying with an idea for a couple of years after reading about a 
change in Post Office Department policy and a need that it produced for 
a creative individual to step forward. It began as a frivolous thought, but 
as the months passed, Gluck grew convinced that he alone qualified for 
the assignment. It required a playful imagination but also an instinct for 
efficiency, a knack for attracting attention but for causes worthier than 
base entertainment, plenty of business connections and the ambition to 
make new ones. On all counts, Gluck felt certain he fit the bill. 

That’s it, Gluck decided. This Christmas, he would bring Santa Claus 
to New York City.
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CHAPTER 1

The Adventurers’ Club

Santa has a new scheme. He has appointed a personal representative to 
take charge of his New York children, to learn their hearts’ desires and 
to make their wishes come true.

—The eveNiNg Telegram

The postman charged with delivering Santa’s first batch of mail pushed 
through a difficult shift. In addition to his usual heavy load, he struggled 
with hundreds of additional letters as he trudged east from the Gen-
eral Post Office on Thirty-Third Street and Eighth Avenue. Somehow 
he made room for these in an already cramped canvas bag. The grind of 
automobile motors mingled with the clopping of horse hooves, hollers 
of newsboys, and chugging of the Sixth Avenue Elevated train as it left 
the Thirty-Third Street station. But more than the city noise and extra 
weight, the postman fought the wretched weather, especially the wind, as 
he strove to get this pack of wishes to its rightful recipient. 

This was no ordinary breeze. Off the southern tip of Manhattan, 
the gusts of December 8, 1913, kept Mayor-elect John Purroy Mitchel 
from returning to his city. After a three-week vacation through the sunny 
climes of Jamaica, Panama, and Costa Rica, the thirty-four-year-old “Boy 
Mayor” and his fellow passengers aboard the liner Tenadores found them-
selves stuck at the New York Quarantine Station on Staten Island. It 
would be two hours of waiting for the weather to calm before the group 
at last got approval to continue on to the East River pier to disembark.
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Near the island’s western tip, the gales shook the dilapidated Wash-
ington Market where merchants hawked their fruits and meats and 
attempted to keep their stalls from blowing out from under them. Tow-
ering above the sellers was the brand-new Woolworth Building’s neo-
Gothic façade and exemplary structure—able to withstand wind pressure 
as high as 250 miles per hour, with a lightning-deflection system on its 
spire. It seemed to mock the rickety hundred-year-old market below. 

The winds rushed so fast that a young woman, rounding the corner 
across from Madison Square Park where city officials prepared Gotham’s 
second annual Christmas-tree lighting, was thrown into the path of a 
westbound automobile. The chauffer behind the wheel stopped his car 
and rushed to her side against the battering breeze. He proved of lit-
tle assistance, fainting upon seeing the woman’s bloodied face. A doctor 
nearby proved steelier and sent the young woman away in an ambulance 
before reviving the overwhelmed driver. Excluding the girl’s fractured jaw 
and chauffer’s wounded pride, both would fully recover by the time Madi-
son Square Park’s “Tree of Light” lit up on Christmas Eve.

Eleven blocks north of the averted tragedy, the wind blew against 
Macy’s Herald Square storefront, rattling the windows of the new fifth-
floor “Toyland.” In the toasty interior, a man dressed in the red fur robe 
and cotton-white beard of Santa Claus greeted children in front of a 
thatched cottage made up like his home. For fifty-one years Macy’s had 
brought the jolly character into its stores and helped inspire every other 
department-store chain to do the same. But this year, surrounded by thou-
sands of toys—wooden swing horses, magic lanterns, doll carriages, and 
ducks on wheels—Santa presided over his most opulent Christmas yet.

The postman trudged not to Toyland but a block north of it and a 
few doors east. When he arrived, windswept and soaking wet, at St. Nick’s 
headquarters at 58 West Thirty-Sixth Street, he felt grateful for two rea-
sons. For one, he was unloading more than five hundred letters of his 
cargo and lightening his bag for the rest of the day’s rounds. But it also 
allowed him, for at least a moment, to indulge in the hospitable surround-
ings of Paul Henkel’s Chop House. 

The hearty scents of steak, roasting lamb, and whiskey, along with the 
ever-present undercurrent of tobacco smoke, beguiled the postman’s nose 
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as he took in the cozy scene. The restaurant, all dark wood and leather, sat 
at the center of the Herald Square theater district, steps from the Gar-
rick Theatre’s back entrance. Paul Henkel, the restaurant’s proprietor and 
namesake, was a gregarious, industrious man respected in the New York 
dining scene. “Paul Henkel knows everybody worth while in New York,” 
read one of his print ads, and he likely did. The postman would of course 
know Henkel from his daily deliveries to the restaurant, though probably 
not from having enjoyed a meal there—a pleasure too pricey for someone 
on his postman’s salary. No, Henkel’s Café (another name by which it was 
known) played host to characters like the Adventurers’ Club, which held 
monthly meetings at the restaurant for well-heeled members to tell sto-
ries of escapes from South African cannibals and the daring apprehension 
of jewel thieves. At a recent gathering, the host even read a letter from 
that most famous of New York City adventurers, Theodore Roosevelt:

I claim to be a little of an adventurer myself, in the proper sense of the 
term, that is, in the sense of a willingness to run risks and incur hard-
ships for an adequate cause. I am sorry that all I can do is to wish you 
a most pleasant dinner.

Santa’s mailman, incurring his share of hardships, no doubt looked 
forward to ending this day’s adventure. He passed through Henkel’s front 
dining room, up a set of stairs, and into a back office where he encoun-
tered a burst of activity and cacophony of laughter, rustling papers, and 
typewriter keys. Wooden chairs were scattered throughout the room, 
papers covered the tables, and framed photographs filled the walls. A 
couple of men hauled a desk into the already rather full space, trying to 
find somewhere to cram another surface. At the sight of the postman, 
the sharply dressed crowd moving about the room cheered. One man in 
particular seemed very happy to see him. Stepping forward in a brown 
three-piece suit, with stiff collar and tie, and a hand outstretched, the 
fellow wore a wide smile accented by his well-maintained mustache. He 
shook the postman’s hand and introduced himself: John Duval Gluck Jr., 
the founder and president of the Santa Claus Association and, as of that 
day, the one man in New York City authorized to receive Santa’s mail. 
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As he helped the postman deposit the letters on a wooden desk in 
the corner, Gluck’s ebullient energy seemed to fill the small room. While 
his balding head, short stature, and suit gave him little resemblance to the 
mythical saint, his twinkling eyes and easy laugh certainly fit the charac-
ter. Gluck, all chattiness and charm, cracked a joke to help the postman 
appreciate both the humor and the significance of the mail drop he just 
made. They had been waiting for him.

With his big delivery complete, the postman left Santa’s warm, 
crowded workshop. Now it was up to Gluck to do something about this 
pile of North Pole mail. Even with the letters in front of him, disbelief 
must have passed over the man the papers would soon be calling “Santa’s 
Secretary.” Gluck had asked for them less than a week earlier, the sting 
of his Coney Island arrest still aching, and learned within three days that 
his request would be granted. The morning had been spent rushing to 
prepare the office for the letters’ arrival, addressing envelopes, and setting 
up workstations. Now, as if by magic, Santa’s mailbag had actually arrived. 
Where to even begin? He picked up one of the envelopes, tore it open, and 
read aloud to the others, the child’s ungrammatical words taking on an 
odd weightiness in Gluck’s baritone voice:

My dear Santa
I am 7 year have two siter and brother Mother said you will not call 
to our house, as she has no money but try and come Margie is sending 
a letter to she cant write good by try and give me skates and a cow boy 
suit and margie a doll. 
—Edward Lennan

Its return address was Amsterdam Avenue at 141st Street. That was 
Washington Heights, a scrappy neighborhood of Italian and Irish immi-
grants. A week earlier, ten minutes before midnight, a mafioso gang, the 
Black Hand Society, had detonated a bomb inside the shoe shop of a man 
named Joseph Forno just seven blocks north of Edward’s home. It blew 
out hundreds of nearby windows. Though it was the first such bombing in 
the neighborhood, Washington Heights residents knew crime and des-
titution well. 
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Despite these conditions, even as his own mother assured him they 
were too poor for a visit from Santa, Edward held out enough hope to 
drop this letter in the mail. In an earlier year, Edward’s mother would 
have been proven right by Christmas Day. The boy’s scribbled expression 
of faith in the face of hardship would have ended up where it always had: 
the city’s Dead Letter Office, where it would soon be destroyed along 
with any envelopes lacking a legitimate address. 

But this year, the postmen had Santa’s address. This year, because of 
Gluck, Edward would hear back from Santa.

Gluck lit a cigarette and pulled another letter from the pile, reading 
it aloud.

Dear Santa Claus
I am a little girl eleven years old. I have one little brother and three 
little sister beside myself. My papa is sick with Rheumatism and can-
not work. So dear Santa I am writing this letter to you. I hope dear 
Santa you will not forget us on Christmas.

Loretta Giblin of 328 Avenue A, at Fourteenth Street, wrote this 
one. She lived on the northern edge of the Lower East Side (it would not 
become the “East Village” until half a century later), an area near enough 
to the city’s garment factories to draw Eastern European, Jewish, Irish, 
and Italian immigrant families seeking work. The 1910s were the tail end 
of the “new immigration” wave that brought millions of European immi-
grants to Gotham as they found the journey faster, easier, and cheaper 
than ever. These newcomers crammed into dumbbell-style tenements, 
with pairs of apartments separated by a narrow corridor and most rooms 
receiving no direct light or air. A day like December 8, 1913, tormented 
the tenement dwellers with bursts of wind through the broken plaster in 
the walls and rain through leaky roofs.

Getting enough to eat when parents made meager factory wages was 
difficult. Doing so with an unemployed and enfeebled father would be 
near impossible. The Santa Claus Association could not find little Loret-
ta’s dad a job, but they could prove to her that Santa remembered her, and 
brighten her Christmas in a small way.
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Hundreds of these appeals covered the desk in this cramped back 
room. Fortunately, Gluck did not dig through the pile alone. About a 
dozen secretaries assisted Santa’s Secretary in his mission—young women 
“on loan” from their sympathetic employers, as well as a few retired 
matrons with the time to dedicate to nonpaying enterprises. The proceed-
ings had the warm bustle of friends preparing an elaborate holiday party. 
Each person provided help wherever he or she could—opening envelopes, 
typing addresses, logging each letter received. Volunteers sat in the scat-
tered wooden chairs or just stood as they worked, pausing often to ask a 
question of Gluck or to share a funny or touching note.

Several of the association’s newly appointed “directors” joined in the 
work. These men of affairs and society ladies included Paul Henkel and 
his wife, and the wives of Frederick Goodwin and architect Robert T. 
Rasmussen (her husband could not spare the time, as he was in the midst 
of building the new Flatbush Theatre, southeast of Prospect Park). Dr. 
William Edward Fitch, a medical man specializing in metabolic diseases 

A back office in Henkel’s Chop House, the Santa Claus Association’s  
headquarters in its first year. GLUCK SCRAPBOOKS.
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and dietotherapy, joined the group. Editor of the journal Pediatrics at the 
time, he possessed a professional interest in the well-being of the city’s 
children. Although a man of science, he also appreciated the power of 
childish faith. Gluck knew them all through business and social dealings, 
and had charmed them with his pitch about this project. 

This group made up its own motley Adventurers’ Club, with a quest 
before it: five hundred wishes—and the promise of many more to come. 
They were to be opened, categorized, investigated, and answered, follow-
ing an elaborate system devised by Gluck—not just to make the children 
of New York City happy but also to protect the association from mistakes 

Volunteer Gertrude Whitaker and Gluck, manning one of the group’s tables. 
GLUCK SCRAPBOOKS.
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that had destroyed similar operations elsewhere in the country. It was “an 
adequate cause,” in Roosevelt’s words, and one as clear as the name “Santa 
Claus” at the top of Loretta Giblin’s letter. 

But as the founding members of the Santa Claus Association dug 
into their first delivery, much cloudier to them was the other half of Roo-
sevelt’s formula for adventure: the “risks” to be run and the “hardships” 
endured in pursuit of this cause. It would take fifteen more Christmases, 
thousands more letters, a kidnapping, investigations by the Bureau of 
Investigation and the New York City district attorney, a world war, and 
finally the crusade of a Scrooge-like charity commissioner before the risks 
of answering Santa’s mail would fully reveal themselves. 

 

So who was John Gluck? A strange candidate for Santa Claus, for one 
thing. Although he had made it his mission to answer letters from New 
York City children, Gluck had no children of his own. He was a bach-
elor, since his marriage to Baltimore native Katherine Wheeler ended 
in divorce five years earlier, just shy of their fifth anniversary. Though a 
member of St. Mark’s Episcopal Church, Gluck was not particularly reli-
gious either.

The oldest of five brothers, Gluck had lived for two years in the 
Bedford-Stuyvesant neighborhood of Brooklyn before his family moved 
to Westfield, New Jersey. He described it as a happy home with few wants 
and where every holiday was a huge deal, especially Christmas, and where 
elaborate decorations, feasting, and kind gestures both within the fam-
ily and toward less-fortunate outsiders were a tradition. Third-generation 
German Americans, their grandfather Johann Baptiste Carl Glück had 
emigrated from Stuttgart to Baltimore in 1838 to take a position with the 
US Coast Survey, helping to produce nautical charts that firmly estab-
lished the young country’s borders. His son, John Duval Gluck Sr., inher-
ited Johann Baptiste’s interest in national boundaries, parlaying it into a 
successful customs brokerage that brought him, his wife Emilie, and their 
growing family to Brooklyn and then New Jersey. 

Although he was the eldest, John Jr. was the most playful of his broth-
ers, always pulling pranks or telling tales to entertain others. His niece 
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Muriel recalled plotting a Halloween scheme with Uncle John when she 
was a young girl: They spent several days turning an old stuffed animal 
into a moon-faced monster and devising a pulley system to lower the 
creature from her second-floor bedroom window to startle those down 
below. Gluck seemed to have even more fun than his niece as they created 
the elaborate prank. “He was just a great guy—full of fun,” said Muriel. 
In family photos, John Jr. is reliably mugging for the camera, striking a 
silly pose or eliciting laughs from younger family members. There is little 
question of who was the favorite uncle.

He stood out from his four brothers in other ways. At five feet six, he 
was the shortest by several inches and also the only one losing his hair, for 
which he began to compensate with a lustrous mustache, maintained with 
an assortment of combs, brushes, and clippers. He seemed more comfort-
able in the role of jester than mentor and got along well with his brothers.

Gluck’s imagination and abundant energy added a sense of whimsy to 
his days, but it also made him restless and hungry to do something impor-
tant with his life. He looked up to his father, who had found considerable 

John’s playful personality made him a favor-
ite among his nieces and younger brothers. 
COURTESY OF DAN PALMER.
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success in New York City and skillfully connected with others, profes-
sionally and socially. When John Sr. died suddenly on Halloween 1907, 
his son, then age twenty-nine, reluctantly took over the brokerage. But 
John Jr. did not share his father’s passion for customs work. 

While John Sr. had taken part in a few high-profile customs cases 
during his career—overseeing the transport of an antique machine gun, 
serving as manager of the American-Asiatio Steamship Company—John 
Jr. actively sought press coverage for himself and the firm. Gluck’s customs 
work put him in contact with a number of business leaders, and reporters 
occasionally reached out to him for comment. But he began sending his 
own tips to the press to applaud a customs ruling in his favor or disagree 
with a decision made against him. When a wealthy British executive of 
Dick Car Works learned that his daughter had run off to New York to 
elope with one of his employees, he called Gluck to ask that the couple be 
detained upon their arrival. Gluck called the newspapers, which reported 
how he woke up early on April 24 and headed to the Battery, boarding 
the Etruria ship on which they arrived, and “lost no time in ferreting out” 
the young lovers. He let the twenty-three-year-old bride know of her 
father’s displeasure, but since both were consenting adults, he could do 
little more. It nonetheless pleased him to see his name in the New York 
Times. Gluck continued to run the brokerage, but bylines in American 
Carpet and Upholstery Journal did not satisfy his hunger for bigger things. 

As it happened, a man with a sharp sense of storytelling, a network of 
business connections, and access to the press could tap into a fast-growing 
trade in these years: publicity. At the turn of the twentieth century, the 
cost of printing dropped, newspapers lowered prices, and they drew an 
expanding base of readers and advertisers. New York City alone boasted 
eighty-five dailies by 1910. As mass media grew, the idea that enterprises 
needed to present their work to the public in a particular way grew along-
side it. The field provided a new type of brokering for Gluck—mediating 
between client and public—that allowed him to manage more interesting 
subjects on a grander scale. Gluck was soon dedicating more of his time to 
a mix of freelance and short-term contract assignments, from legal con-
sulting to publicity gigs for organizations as disparate as the Republican 
League, the Merchant Marine Committee, and a charity group known as 
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the Good Fellows movement. The successful years at the helm of John D. 
Gluck & Son allowed John Jr. a high degree of financial independence to 
grow his nascent publicity career, with an office at 50 Church Street in 
downtown Manhattan, half a block south of St. Paul’s Churchyard.

Then in December 1911, sitting at the desk in his small brokerage office, 
he read in the papers about a change in the US Post Office Department 
policy. After years of debate, they had finally decided to allow Santa letters 
to be answered by any group the city’s postmaster deemed worthy. The idea 
appealed to Gluck’s imaginative side and fondness for elaborate Christmas 
celebration. Santa had been a familiar presence in the Gluck household. 
Without a qualified person to answer them, the fact that the Santa letters 
would simply be thrown out seemed a callous, unnecessary cruelty to him. 
He could picture what joy it would be to play New York’s Santa Claus, to 
introduce poor kids to the sort of holiday cheer he had known growing up. 

It would also provide him with the exciting, higher-profile work for 
which he longed. Picking up any day’s newspaper or stopping in at one of 
the movie theaters proliferating throughout Manhattan, one encountered 
thrilling stories of heroes, self-made men, and adventurers. Gluck sensed 
he was destined for great things too, to bring delight to the city, help his 
fellow New Yorkers, and garner himself some public esteem in the pro-
cess. Santa might offer just the route. 

It also appealed to his political leanings. In his work liaising between 
governments and private businesses, Gluck had become convinced that 
overregulation hindered his clients’ ability to get things done. He believed 
the same was true of government relief efforts, conducted by the city’s 
Public Charities Commission, and the work of established groups like 
the Association for Improving the Condition of the Poor and the Charity 
Organization Society. These traditional agencies spent “too much on offi-
cials who are overhead and too little upon sufferers who are underfoot,” as 
Gluck was fond of saying. He knew from speaking to friends and business 
associates that they hesitated to donate to these causes, not because they 
were unworthy but out of concern that the money would go mostly to 
administrative costs. “There are people in New York who will gladly give 
a $50 note to a poor family who would grudge a fifty-cent piece to an 
organized charity,” he said.
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He was sure that a man with his business background could devise an 
efficient, cost-effective, and fun way to play Santa—one that emphasized 
red ribbons, not red tape. Gluck knew a few things about fund-raising 
and a lot about investigating claims and running an office. Directing gifts 
from donors to recipients would be just another type of importing and 
exporting. 

But while Gluck mulled these ideas in 1911, his other clients and 
assignments demanded his attention. He let the notion pass. Christmas 
came and went again the following year, and the New York Post Office 
Department again called for someone to step up and take charge of the 
Santa letters. He ignored the pleas for a second year. After all, he had an 
exciting opportunity coming up in the Coney Island Mardi Gras festival; 
who knew where that might lead? It turned out to lead only to an injured 
bull and Gluck in handcuffs. 

But unlike those who might be cowed by failure, Gluck’s determina-
tion only intensified after humiliation. In December 1913 he sensed it 
was now or never. He sent a letter to the postmaster general volunteer-
ing for the job of New York’s Santa Claus. His friend Paul Henkel hap-
pily offered up space for Gluck to test out his idea and readily signed 
up friends and associates to assist. By the time he got word he could 
play Santa, his ragtag association was ready. With Henkel and the oth-
ers, Gluck spoke of the association as an entertaining holiday diversion 
for all those involved—donors, volunteers, and especially the little letter 
writers. But he harbored far loftier dreams for this Santa Claus experi-
ment. Though Gluck kept these hopes to himself in these early days of 
the group, he believed success could prove his foresight in running a new 
kind of charity, garner attention in the press, and bring in more public-
ity clients, while allowing him to engage in the fun, imaginative work to 
which he felt naturally suited. It could mean respect from the city elite 
and escape from the drudgery of customs work. It could mean a new life. 

 

Eager for a firsthand look at how Santa answered his mail, Zoe Beckley, 
a reporter for the Evening Mail, dropped in on Henkel’s Chop House a 
couple of days into the group’s operations. After winding her way to the 
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back office, squeezing past a few well-dressed men and young secretaries, 
through a maze of small tables, Beckley reached Gluck’s desk. He popped 
up from a pile of envelopes, wishing her a hearty welcome and offering to 
walk her through each step of the association’s process. 

Gluck was a natural showboat, and in the first days of the association’s 
operations, he had proven adept at delighting the handful of reporters 
who dropped by the headquarters. But he may have been grandstand-
ing a bit more than usual under Beckley’s attention. She had recently 
joined the Mail after working as a secretary on Wall Street and was by all 
accounts an attractive, flirtatious, and artful conversationalist. A colleague 
who worked with her at the time described Beckley as “buxom, apple-
cheeked, with a zest for life and an infectious laugh,” who brightened the 
often dull newsroom. This vivacious spirit had helped her move swiftly 
from “sob-sister sub,” writing overtly sentimental takes on the news of 
the day, to producing more prominent features bearing her byline. Get-
ting one’s name in print was still a rare distinction at the time, reserved 
only for those whom the editors felt could attract regular readers. She had 
Gluck’s attention.

Before they got into the details of how these letters got answered, 
Beckley had to know: What were the kids asking for? “Well, the boys seem 
to have a run on Boy Scout suits,” said Gluck. “Another one of their par-
ticular joys is a sled. The girls ask mostly for dolls. Just to prove they do 
not change much, when they grow up, you will find almost every little girl 
asking for candy. Lots of them want roller skates.” Some peculiar requests 
came in as well. “Please Mr. Santa,” one boy wrote, “will you send me a 
glass eye? Mine is broke.” Another asked for a new suit to wear when 
meeting his father, who was soon due to leave prison.

As Beckley let out sympathetic sighs and spirited laughs, Gluck 
described how basic necessities like food and soap often came up. Sev-
eral writers even asked for coal; so cold and desperate were these letter 
writers, they would consider it a blessing, rather than a punishment for 
naughtiness, to receive coal in their stockings. Writers addressed let-
ters to Ice Street, Cloudville, and Behind the Moon (it would be a few 
more years before the North Pole was definitely set as Santa’s home). 
Some kids were more creative in their correspondences. Gluck grabbed 
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up an envelope from his desk he had just been reviewing, from a young 
boy who had drawn a pair of images on the front, asking that if Santa 
thought they were “done good” perhaps he would send the burgeoning 
artist a box of paints.

Of course, they also received appeals of a more lavish sort, Gluck 
explained as he walked with Beckley to a neighboring desk where the 
group had stacked letters marked for further investigation. A few asked 
for expensive toy pianos. A pair “bearing fashionable addresses” were 
written on gilt-crested paper, one requesting electric railway equipment 
and another toy automobiles—both very pricey items. These letters and 
a number of others were to be personally investigated by an association 
volunteer. They would confer with the writer’s parents to see if they really 
needed Santa’s support. 

So now Beckley knew what was to happen to this stack of letters 
awaiting investigation. But what about all the others? Looking about the 
room she saw so many other piles—some opened and neatly assembled, 
some in disorderly heaps. What is your method for them all? Gluck’s eyes 
lit up at the question. The process he had devised, drawing on years of 
exacting customs work, was what really made the Santa Claus Associa-
tion special. 

Envelopes from Santa letters, saved 
in GLUCK SCRAPBOOKS.
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He moved swiftly through the room as Beckley tried to keep up, arriv-
ing at the envelope-scanning table covered with unopened Santa letters, 
many stamped Insufficient Address by the Post Office Department. A 
young woman sat at the desk going through the pile. It was here that each 
day the postman dropped the new mail, and it was up to this volunteer 
to ensure that each letter explicitly read “Santa Claus.” The 1910 Census 
listed at least three people with the name “S. Claus” living in Brooklyn 
alone, not to mention several families of Kringles. Opening their mail, 
or that of any other nonmythical recipient, would put the association in 
violation of federal postal law. Gluck didn’t want anyone going to jail on 
Santa’s behalf, he joked. 

Next to this station was the letter-opening table, where a pair of young 
ladies methodically slit open every approved envelope, giving each letter 
a quick review to confirm that the request and return address were leg-
ible enough to answer. They also checked that none included any money, 
which legally went back to the sender or the Post Office Department (in 
the first eight hundred letters examined, just two pennies turned up). For 
each letter she could discern, the volunteer wrote the child’s name on a 
card and assigned it a number to be filed. If she found the child’s name 
already on file, the letter would be flagged; no clever kids should be taking 
advantage of Santa’s generosity. 

Next Gluck walked Beckley, dazzled by how many steps were 
involved, to the letter-reading table, where several older volunteers sat. 
These women thoroughly reviewed each missive. They determined the 
number of children for whom each writer requested gifts, jotting this 
number on the paper’s top right corner. If the child described starvation, 
homelessness, or abuse, the volunteer set it in a special stack, which was 
forwarded to the Public Charities Commission for further investigation. 
If the writer asked for excessive gifts or gave some other indication of 
not really needing Santa’s help, it was put in the investigation stack. If 
the missive passed all these tests—Gluck estimated 70 percent of them 
did—the letter was finally ready for a response.

All these steps for every single envelope? It struck Beckley as very time-
consuming. But Gluck explained that such precision was necessary. In 
years past, groups in other cities had created more lackluster operations to 
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answer Santa’s mail and it had not only caused waste and inefficiency but 
had driven the Post Office Department to revoke the privilege. He would 
not allow the Santa Claus Association to suffer a similar fate.

And that is also why, Gluck explained, he and the association mem-
bers did not actually touch the gifts these children would receive. So Santa 
does not send them gifts? Beckley asked. Far from it, replied Gluck. Each 
approved letter was sent out to a potential donor—drawn from a list of 
names and addresses he compiled from his own business along with sug-
gestions made by the association’s directors and volunteers. The catalog 
ran to several thousand names, and Gluck proudly declared that he added 
to it every day.

He pointed to a table right next to his own desk, where several young 
typists busily tapped away. They were preparing letters that asked, “Will 
you play Santa Claus to poor little kiddies?” and would be sent to each 
name on the list, along with one of the approved Santa letters. Each 
recipient could return the letter if they did not want to play Santa, or 
ask for more Santa letters as they liked (so far few had declined a letter, 
perhaps 5 percent, Gluck estimated). But once they agreed to answer, it 
left the association’s hands—the donor tracked down the item requested, 
wrapped it up, mailed it to the child, or personally delivered it if he or she 
wanted to see the look of joy on the little one’s face. The donor decided 
whether to sign the letter with his or her own name, or Santa’s. The asso-
ciation only asked that they handwrite their responses to each appeal, to 
maintain the personal touch. 

In the midst of Gluck and Beckley’s lively exchange, a volunteer 
interrupted to drop a batch of letters onto a nearby desk.

“Have you enough helpers to take care of these letters?” asked Beckley.
“More than enough,” assured Gluck. “There are thousands of folk 

willing and anxious to help make the Yuletide happy for children, but 
they do not know exactly how to proceed. They want to be sure the money 
they give reaches its destination.” In the association’s first two days, New 
Yorkers responded to the question “Will you play Santa to the poor little 
kiddies?” with a spirited “Yes.” 

Gluck listed off for Beckley several of these early givers. The broker 
W. E. Smith and paper manufacturer Henry Langstadter both said they 
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would assist in any way they could. Lawrence P. Goldstone, a wealthy tin 
mine owner living near Battery Park, volunteered to cover the cost of five 
hundred letters. Tower Manufacturing and Novelty Co. president James H.  
Einstein did the same.

The socialite H. M. Joralmon said he would pay for the postage of 
one thousand letters. It was a lavish offer but one the man could certainly 
afford. The year before, he left his wallet at William Hammerstein’s Roof 
Garden club, stuffed with $616 (about $14,000 today). Hammerstein sent 
an usher to the rich man’s Manhattan Hotel to return it, but on three 
separate trips Joralmon refused to allow him up, explaining each time he 
was in the midst of more pressing engagements than getting his money 
back. Annoyed, Hammerstein took out an ad in the paper asking the busy 
man, at his convenience, to please collect his wallet at the box office. At 
least coordinating with the Santa Claus Association gave Joralmon a way 
to give his money to a noble cause. 

Gluck told of “a prominent drug manufacturer” who also agreed to 
cover the cost of one thousand responses. He likely referred to Paul O. 
Jadwin or Palmer H. Jadwin, a pair of brothers and the heads of New York 
drug firm O. H. Jadwin & Sons. They had recently taken over the firm 
from their father and would answer letters for the Santa Claus Association 
in future years. They had good reason to seek out positive publicity, after 
a recent tragedy gave their family name a ghastly public image. Donald, 
the third Jadwin brother, and his twenty-year-old debutante wife Minna 
Van Bergen, were the toast of San Francisco, throwing frequent parties 
and a celebrated wedding that drew all the local blue bloods. But months 
into their marriage, the dark side of Donald’s partying revealed itself as 
his drinking worsened and he grew more violent and abusive. Deciding 
she could take no more, Minna left him. On the night of January 13, 
1913, as Minna dined with her grandmother, brother, and mother, they 
were startled to look up and see Donald standing in the entryway, drunk. 
He’d snuck in through the servants’ entrance but assured the guests that 
he dropped by only for a kiss from his wife. Before the shocked Minna 
could answer, he calmly approached her and leaned in, placing his lips on 
her forehead and a pair of revolvers into her chest. He pulled both trig-
gers, killing the young beauty as her family watched. He then placed one 
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of the guns to his left temple and ended his own life. The murder-suicide, 
with its grisly details and high-society intrigue, had made national news; 
almost a year later, few could hear the name “Jadwin” without picturing 
the crime. Maybe Santa could help restore the family reputation.

“Anybody can join. There are no initiation fees,” Gluck explained. 
“The applicants simply express a desire to help Santa find gifts for his 
children, and are admitted to membership.”

Gluck’s tour delighted Beckley. She adored the whole idea and 
was impressed by the meticulousness of the association’s process. But a 
question lingered: Why Santa Claus? Gluck seemed clever and passion-
ate enough to apply his skills to a whole range of endeavors. But he’d 
thrown himself full force into this rather whimsical project. Why? Gluck 
explained that since he’d been a child, he’d loved Christmas—that for his 
family, who took every holiday seriously, it was the most important day 
of them all. His sadness at the idea of all those letters sitting unanswered, 
combined with his interest in creative problem solving as a customs bro-
ker, compelled him to create the organization. 

But he revealed to Beckley something unmentioned to other report-
ers, a credential that made him almost cosmically qualified to play 
New York City’s Santa Claus: Gluck had been born on Christmas Day. 
“[Gluck] never had a birthday,” Beckley would write after her tour. “He 
had one of course, in a way. But nobody noticed it because it fell upon the 
twenty-fifth of December. Deeply Master Gluck pondered on this left-
handed compliment of fate. He finally decided that while it was tough 
luck to be done out of birthdays, it would be tougher yet to be done out 
of Christmas.”

“Christmas should be a thrilling day in the year for children,” Gluck 
said, attempting a dramatic finale to the office tour as Beckley gathered 
her belongings. “That’s all we’re trying to do. There’s no charity about it. 
We are purveyors of Christmas spirit!” 

This was a point Gluck would return to again and again in the first 
years of the association: Its business was not to distribute necessities, but 
to spread Christmas cheer; not to rescue poor children, but to protect 
their belief in Santa Claus. The idea that the holiday spirit was in danger 
and needed protection went back to the earliest days of Santa Claus in 
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America. The first known depiction of St. Nicholas in the United States 
had been created a century earlier out of concern that the figure might 
be forgotten altogether if he were not somehow preserved. At that time, 
few New Yorkers, except perhaps dedicated seminary students or Dutch 
grandmothers, thought much of St. Nick at all. 

This concerned John Pintard, a civic-minded merchant and cofounder 
of the New-York Historical Society. In 1810, he personally paid an 
engraver to create a woodcut of the character along with a poem about 
the “good holy man.” Thin as a rail, in ecclesiastical robes, a halo hovering 
above his bald head, the illustration hardly resembled the Santa Claus we 
know today. This was the Saint Nicholas venerated by the Dutch who first 
colonized New York (then called New Amsterdam), and Pintard hoped 
to return the figure to his former glory. He was a “dear good friend” who 
brought gifts to children, but the switch held in his hand, along with an 
accompanying image of a crying young boy next to a smiling young girl, 
made the point clear: While Saint Nicholas rewards, he also punishes. 

Like Gluck fearing in 1913 that children’s faith in Santa would flicker 
out if his mail went unanswered, in early nineteenth-century New York, 
Pintard worried St. Nicholas’s moral example would be forgotten without 
tributes to him and his virtues. Pintard passed out broadsides of the illus-
tration to members of the New-York Historical Society at their inaugural 
St. Nicholas Day celebration on December 6 that he helped organize—an 
event distinct from Christmas, held in honor of the figure reputed to have 
saved sailors from famine, and children from pirates. “To the memory 
of Saint Nicholas,” a fellow society member toasted, in a typical tribute. 
“May the virtuous habits and simple manners of our Dutch ancestors 
not be lost in the luxuries and refinements of the present time.” Pintard 
hoped the society would lead by example, turning St. Nicholas Day into a 
citywide or even national holiday, and he campaigned to appoint St. Nick 
the patron saint of New York City.

In many ways, his efforts failed. St. Nicholas never became Gotham’s 
patron saint, and St. Nicholas Day never caught on outside the upper-
crust membership of the New-York Historical Society. But in other ways, 
Pintard’s work to preserve and spread the spirit of St. Nick in the city 
proved far more durable. Versions of the poem he commissioned and the 
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moralizing figure he promoted would be reprinted in newspapers as well 
as children’s books, beginning the character’s march toward national and 
global omnipresence. As historian Stephen Nissenbaum puts it, Pintard 
was “John the Baptist to the figure of Santa Claus,” and his efforts were 
key in saving St. Nicholas from oblivion.

But by 1913, Gluck was striving to protect a very different sort of 
St. Nicholas—and to further transform him from the character of “vir-
tuous habits and simple manners,” Pintard introduced to New York a 
century earlier. 

 

After Beckley left and Gluck and the volunteers put in a few more hours 
addressing, stamping, and sending letters, the association called it a day. 
Gluck headed downstairs for one of Henkel’s mutton chops and cheery 
conversation in the dining room. The youthful, sleek-haired Henkel, a 
constant presence in his restaurant, joined in the conviviality along with 
a few of the cafe’s usual clientele. The clatter of silverware on dishes and 
reds pouring into wineglasses added to the cheery clamor. Gluck talked 
up the day’s work, perhaps recruiting some new donors or volunteers over 
puffs from the restaurant’s clay churchwarden pipes.

Before starting this establishment, Henkel had worked a few doors 
west, managing the famous Keens Chophouse. He left after its pro-
prietor’s financial mismanagement threatened to ruin the restaurant 
frequented by the city’s actors, playwrights, and visitors with theatri-
cal personalities, if not professions. But Henkel took with him many of 
the offerings that made Keens so popular: setting up shop practically 
next door, promoting his own “famous English mutton chop” when that 
was Keens’s signature dish, and, most crucially, providing churchwarden 
pipes. Hundreds of the individually numbered vessels hung from Keens’s 
ceiling, retrieved upon the request of card-carrying members of the res-
taurant’s “Pipe Club”—which claimed such members as J. P. Morgan, 
Buffalo Bill Cody, and Teddy Roosevelt. The long-stemmed pipes (mea-
suring up to thirteen inches) were a throwback—like Pintard’s St. Nich-
olas—to New York’s early Dutch era, when the colonists were believed 
to have smoked the elegant devices constantly. 
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Upon finishing his meal and smoke, Gluck was exhausted and knew 
the association had only made a slight dent in the pile of letters that was 
now its charge. The next day would be a busy one, but at least his com-
mute home was short. Gluck lived upstairs. 

Although he shared a stake in family property with his brother Carl in 
Asbury Park, New Jersey, he lived in a bachelor apartment above Henkel’s 
restaurant next to the association’s office. It was a comfortable setup. The 
apartments included “telephone, electric light, and running water in every 
room; reasonable; attractively furnished; bellboy,” as one ad described. 

As a bachelor, Gluck was living in the right place. A subculture 
of unmarried men flourished in New York City by 1913, during what 
historian Howard Chudacoff calls the “Age of the Bachelor” in Amer-
ica. Men’s sense of responsibility to family diminished as the attrac-
tions of the wider world, particularly in bustling urban centers, proved 
more appealing than the sanctuary of domestic life. Cheap hotels, 
boardinghouses, and apartments like Henkel’s provided men with 
the simulacrum of home—hot meals, friendly conversation, and clean 
laundry—without the obligations, and proliferated along Fifth Avenue 
and Broadway, south of Central Park down to Twenty-Third Street. 
This entertainment district offered plenty of diversions for single men, 
from innocent musicals to the nocturnal gratifications of billiard halls, 
saloons, and brothels. 

But Gluck had little time for such things on this night. His mind 
would have been occupied by the challenges already weighing down his 
three-day-old association. As airtight as his system appeared, flaws in it 
had already surfaced. Gluck failed to predict that each letter would rep-
resent an average of two children, and sometimes as many as six or seven 
asking for presents, making it trickier to find willing donors. Even though 
the association stressed that no gifts should come through its headquar-
ters, many donors misunderstood—a number of presents for needy chil-
dren now arrived with the day’s envelopes, leaving volunteers with little 
choice but to do the deliveries themselves. More concerning, the stack of 
letters to be investigated was getting out of hand. Gluck could not spare 
volunteers to go door-to-door and check in with letter-writers’ parents 
when there was so much work to be done at Henkel’s. But if they failed 
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to thoroughly vet the letters, the Post Office Department could yank its 
endorsement of the association.

An all-volunteer workforce presented other difficulties. Younger work-
ers flitted in and out, working lunch breaks or dropping by after work, but 
could not be relied on for more than an hour or two. The older volunteers 
came in eager to help but quickly lost steam. The press attention brought 
additional aid: After Zoe Beckley’s Evening Mail piece alone, more than 
twenty people stopped in to offer their assistance to Santa Claus. But the 

Photo collage from Zoe Beckley’s first article about the association for the  
Evening Mail. GLUCK SCRAPBOOKS.
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publicity also inspired more kids to write to Santa. The association had 
not only created a method to answer all the letters kids sent to St. Nick in 
any typical year—it had also created more demand. 

 

The San Juan Hill district above Hell’s Kitchen on the west side of Man-
hattan was a difficult place to grow up. When the New York Health 
Department investigated the city’s rising infant mortality rate in the sum-
mer of 1910, it singled out San Juan Hill for suffering “particularly exces-
sive” infant deaths. As one of the most predominately African-American 
neighborhoods on the island, the investigators drew the racist conclu-
sions that the deaths were due to mothers who “do not care for their 
children properly, and will not readily follow advice, preferring to stick 
to the old mammy remedies and methods,” and left the residents to fend 
for themselves.

Children who did survive navigated the impoverished, foul-smelling 
tenements. Leaving the dilapidated apartment buildings, they faced 
greater risks in the city streets, ruled by gangsters like John Painz and 
his One-Arm Gang. Riots, gunfights, and police raids occurred often, 
but like infant mortality, these troubles were dismissed as rooted in race. 
When New York City’s leaders attempted to aid San Juan Hill, it was 
often to the exclusion of its majority African-American population. In 
1911, when the park commissioner unveiled a playground on Fifty-Ninth 
Street between Tenth and Eleventh Avenues, with live music and celebra-
tory speeches, the area’s blacks watched the proceedings from a distance. 
“It was a gathering of the white population at the festivities,” a reporter 
recounted. “The colored patrons are to have special hours appointed for 
them.”

But after a San Juan Hill teacher read Beckley’s article, she saw an 
opportunity to brighten her young students’ dreary holidays. Each mem-
ber of the class wrote to Santa, care of the Evening Mail. 

Dear Mr. Santa Claus, Iceland:
My Teacher told me if I write you a letter you would be kind about 
sending me a Christmas present.
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I would like to have a pear of shoes sies twelev and a quarter sleigh 
and a pear of skate and I would be very thankfel to you. Thanking you 
again I am Your Friend,
[UNSIGNED]

Dear Mr. Santa Claus, Iceland:
I would be very thankful if you would send me a dolly. Thankful you 
I am Your friend, 
LILLIE

Dear Santa:
I would like if you could come to see me for Christmas. As my teacher 
said write too you. I am a good boy 9 years old. I also have a sister 7 
and a little brother 5. Would also like to hear from you. Good-by. Hop-
ing to hear from you
JAMES

Gifts from Santa hardly compensated for the destitution and dis-
crimination these children lived under—but how terrible it would be for 
Gluck to give these hopeful kids one more disappointment when they 
already had received far more than their fair share.

It was not just residents of San Juan Hill or Washington Heights 
or the Lower East Side who wrote letters. The missives that poured into 
the association office were as varied as the city itself—and by the end of 
the group’s first three days, seemingly as numerous. The first delivery of 
five hundred letters amassed in the post office’s Dead Letter Office over 
several weeks quickly shot up to five hundred each day as reports of the 
association spread. As Christmas Day approached, this was sure to grow, 
perhaps to one thousand letters daily, if not more.

While Santa’s mail was finally being answered in New York City, as 
Gluck headed to his bedroom, taking one last glance in the association’s 
makeshift headquarters, he worried that the growing mountain of enve-
lopes would become an avalanche, burying him and grounding his soar-
ing ambitions. Gluck had kicked off the Santa Claus Association with 
a burst of cheerful excitement and confidence in his ability to pull off 
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something to delight the city. But as he headed to bed, he felt a creeping 
sense that this latest venture might end up like the Coney Island bullfight. 
The time for grand theories of charity and talk of his innovative process 
was over. Gluck’s miscalculations threatened to unravel the entire organi-
zation, taking the wishes of the city’s children down with it. 

For all the fanfare over the association’s launch, by the end of its third 
day in operation, its first season looked like it might be its last.
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CHAPTER 2

Appointed Rounds

To send these appeals to the Dead Letter Office, to be opened and 
returned to expectant children merely as an empty message, seemed 
to be a cold and heartless thing, and the Postmaster-General was 
unwilling to do it.

—James Britt, third assistant postmaster general

Gluck should have expected his Santa Claus scheme would run into trou-
ble so soon. Although he had a charmed birthday, some clever ideas about 
charity, and a natural salesman’s skill for telling stories, the Post Office 
Department gave Gluck the duty of answering Santa’s mail for one reason 
only: Unlike any other, possibly more qualified, New Yorker, Gluck had 
asked for the position. 

On December 2, 1913, Gluck sent a letter to US postmaster general 
Albert Burleson, outlining his idea for the association. Like a kid writing 
to Santa, Gluck’s request brimmed with hope and a bit of naïveté, and 
its writer only half expected a response. Days later, William J. Satterfield, 
acting fourth assistant postmaster general, informed Gluck that city, not 
federal, officials decided who played Santa Claus. He assured Gluck that 
he had forwarded the request to New York City’s postmaster, Edward M. 
Morgan, for consideration. What Gluck, and even Satterfield, may not 
have appreciated was that at the moment Morgan was dealing with some 
of the greatest difficulties the postal department had ever seen—concerns 
far greater than the junking of a few hundred Santa letters. 
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Morgan was a friendly but exacting man who had overseen New York 
City’s postal system since 1907. He wore a bushy mustache that hid his 
upper lip, and a generous paunch jutted from below his vest. Morgan 
received Satterfield’s call in his cramped office on the second floor of the 
city postal department’s main headquarters, downtown at Park Row and 
Broadway, directly across the street from the months-old Woolworth 
Building. 

The headquarters, which the organization had occupied for almost 
forty years, was an elegant Doric and Renaissance-style structure of 
light granite and iron, with domes up top modeled after Paris’s Louvre 
Museum. But scanning the building’s interior, Morgan’s eyes took in the 
wear and dilapidation caused by decades of use. The number of workers 
and volume of mail had swelled with the city’s population. The cramped 
office had become inadequate for the needs of the modern postal opera-
tion that Morgan was determined to lead into the twentieth century. 

This inadequacy never felt more acute than in the first days of Decem-
ber 1913, as Morgan prepared for the largest volume of mail in the city’s 
history. Eleven months earlier, the Post Office Department had intro-
duced the parcel post, allowing not just envelopes and postcards but also 
packages and merchandise to be delivered through New York City’s mail 
trucks and underground pneumatic tubes at lower rates than ever before. 
For Morgan, this meant rural and suburban residents flooded his offices 
with orders for medicines, clothing, and furniture from New York depart-
ment stores. It meant his men delivered fresh eggs and produce to New 
Yorkers who now bought them from upstate farms. And, three weeks 
before Christmas Day, it meant an eye-popping mountain of presents. 

“Mail Xmas Parcels Early” read the sign Morgan ordered hung in 
every post office in the city beginning November 8. A month later, he 
could see this public-awareness campaign only made a small impact on 
the flood of gifts filling his offices. This was not just a torrent but a tidal 
wave of letters and packages—double, even triple, the volume that the 
New York City postal department had processed just a year earlier. 

Making Morgan’s job no easier was the ongoing controversy sur-
rounding his wagons. Only recently introduced, New York City’s 250 
mail trucks proved a godsend to the department, speeding up delivery 
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times and reducing the wear on Morgan’s men. They made rounds quickly 
because they obeyed no speed limits. Since mail trucks were government 
vehicles, the peculiar law of the time determined that, like fire engines 
and ambulances, they handled urgent business and should be exempt 
from the fifteen-miles-per-hour rule of the day. The illogic of giving mail 
trucks on their quotidian routes the same privileges as emergency vehi-
cles took some time to reveal itself to the city’s policymakers. But by late 
1913, reports of accidents and deaths caused by careening mail wagons 
mounted, and a special committee on speed regulation was formed to 
investigate. The committee discovered that while one out of every 230 
regular vehicles killed a New Yorker annually, one of every eighteen mail 
trucks proved lethal. Despite the pleas of the department, the city alder-
men unanimously adopted on November 25 a resolution to remove mail 
trucks from the speed-limit exemption. Morgan’s men had to slow their 
pace just as the Christmas rush struck.

Despite these challenges, looking about his office, Morgan could 
draw strength from tokens that testified to a long career of challenges 
met. A framed photograph of him and Postmaster General Frank Hitch-
cock—Burleson’s predecessor—taken on September 23, 1911, showed 
the two men as they stood next to pilot Earle Lewis Ovington seated 
in his Biériot XI monoplane. Minutes after the camera shutter snapped, 
Ovington flew a sack of 640 letters and 1,280 postcards less than three 
miles—from Garden City to Mineola, Long Island—dropping his sacks 
of letters from sixteen feet in the air, thereby completing the country’s 
first airmail delivery.

Near the photograph sat a small ladder of dried immortelle plants, a 
gift from his colleagues. It held ten rungs, one for each position Morgan 
had served since beginning at the postal department, as a letter carrier in 
1873. He was the only New York City postmaster to begin at the bottom 
and work his way to the top, rather than simply receiving the appoint-
ment as a political favor. A few months before, after Woodrow Wilson 
beat out his three rivals for the presidency, the New York Times declared, 
“it is to be taken for granted that Mr. Morgan will continue to be Post-
master, because under him the office has been admirably administered.” 
Indeed, here he remained.
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His optimism could also be stoked by the fact that on the horizon 
lay a far more impressive home for Morgan’s postal department than the 
cramped Park Row headquarters: the General Post Office, a grand beaux 
arts edifice under construction for more than two years. Once opened, it 
would be the largest, and by all accounts the most majestic, post office in 
the country, with two pavilions, connected by a row of twenty pillars ris-
ing two stories and stretching from Thirty-First to Thirty-Third Streets. 
The building set twenty-two feet above street level and far back from 
Eighth Avenue; visitors felt they approached not an administrative office 
but a venerable monument. It would be the third-largest building in New 
York City after the Pennsylvania and Grand Central Stations. It was far 
larger than his staff of 1,666 needed, and that was by design; Morgan 
wanted to ensure the congestion his postmen currently struggled under 
would not plague them in the decades ahead. 

But solving these logistical puzzles was only part of the building’s 
importance. It served as a lofty symbol not just of New York City’s Post 
Office Department but of all letter carriers. It represented the universal 
value of delivering messages and conveying meaning—as much a simple 
post office as Grand Central was only a train station. William Mitchell 
Kendall, of the celebrated architectural firm McKim, Mead & White and 
the chief architect of the General Post Office, turned to ancient Greece 
to add a noble touch to the new headquarters. Across the cornice, he 
ordered engraved: “Neither snow nor rain nor heat nor gloom of night 
stays these couriers from the swift completion of their appointed rounds.” 
Not the official motto of the Post Office Department, as popular belief 
holds today, the lines were just a borrowed flight of inspiration from the 
building’s designer. The phrase captured the sense of universal importance 
this post office served. It elevated the work of Morgan’s men to something 
more than a job—it was a calling. Like the Persian couriers to whom 
the quote from Herodotus’s Histories originally referred, New York City’s 
postmen were not just disciplined workers but also parts of the engine 
propelling this changing city. 

And how the city was changing! The post office was just the latest in 
a series of impressive new buildings transforming New York’s Midtown 
over the past couple years. All the mail going into and out of the city 
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now traveled on trains through the newly transformed Grand Central 
Station. It had reopened ten months earlier after a decade of renovations, 
switching locomotives from steam to electric and introducing a soaring 
main terminal complete with special “kissing galleries” running along the 
inclined walks. The design maximized the efficiency of foot traffic as well 
as the majesty of the structure. The New York Times called it “Without 
exception . . . not only the greatest station in the United States, but the 
greatest station, of any type, in the world.” 

It sat just up the street from the New York Public Library’s main 
branch building (“the greatest public library in the world,” per the Evening 
World ), which had opened just two years earlier, replacing the distribut-
ing reservoir of the Croton Aqueduct System. A few blocks southwest 
was the other beaux arts achievement of Pennsylvania Station (“the larg-
est building in the world ever completed at one time,” according to the 
Times), opened in August 1910. The Hudson tubes, North River tunnels, 
and East River tunnels, had all opened in the previous few years and made 
it easier than ever to enter and exit Manhattan. If one strolled Midtown in 
1908 and visited again in 1913, it would feel as if the city had experienced 
not five years of change but fifty. All these great buildings shared another 
characteristic: They were open to the public. A poor man unable to afford 
a book about classical architecture could now stroll through structures as 
stunning as any ancient Roman temple or Greek theater.

Across the street from Pennsylvania Station, the General Post Office 
was scheduled to open to the public the next year, and in the meantime 
the postal department thankfully had use of some of its facilities for pro-
cessing Christmas packages. Morgan and his staff had to prepare for the 
move sometime between January 1 and 15 of 1914, as soon as Postmaster 
General Burleson gave the order. Morgan had surely already begun to 
pack by the time he received Gluck’s request to play Santa.

In addition to his photos and memorial ladder, Morgan would box 
up a large horseshoe bearing the words Deo Gratias, or “God be thanked.” 
He had received the gift after surviving an attack from a paranoid luna-
tic five years before. The assailant, Eric Hugh Boyd Mackay, worked as 
a stenographer for a Wall Street law firm when he became convinced 
that the postmaster deliberately kept his mail from being delivered. “The 
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Postmaster withheld a registered letter addressed to me,” Mackay wrote 
in a note left in his Upper West Side apartment. “I therefore, as he is the 
most prominent man who has antagonized me, selected him as my victim 
now that I have decided to kill myself.” 

On November 9, 1908, in a homicidal fury over missing mail he 
believed to be rightfully his, Mackay confronted Morgan as the postmaster 
walked to work with his young daughter. The stenographer shot Morgan 
in the abdomen, then shot himself in the head, dying instantly. Thanks to 
the quick response of his physician neighbor, Morgan survived, and kept 
the inscribed horseshoe given to him by his colleagues as he recovered, 
as a reminder of the precariousness of life and his own good fortune. Of 
course, Morgan had never hoarded Mackay’s mail—these were the ravings 
of a madman. But during his time as New York City’s beloved postmas-
ter, Morgan had been guilty of systematically withholding and destroying 
thousands of letters belonging to another man: Santa Claus.

 

It’s impossible to say who wrote the first Santa letter, but it was almost 
certainly from the mythical saint, not to him. From the earliest concep-
tion of Santa Claus in the United States, parents used the voice of St. 
Nicholas as a means of providing advice and encouraging good behavior 
in their children. The earliest reference to a Santa letter in America that I 
could find came from Theodore Ledyard Cuyler, recalling his childhood 
in 1820s western New York when he “once received an autograph letter 
from Santa Claus, full of good counsels.” Fanny Longfellow (wife of poet 
Henry Wadsworth) regularly wrote her children Santa letters, comment-
ing on their behavior over the preceding year. “I am sorry I sometimes 
hear you are not so kind to your little brother as I wish you were,” she 
wrote to her son Charley on Christmas Eve 1851. A few years later she 
wryly scolded, “You have not been so obedient and gentle and kind and 
loving to your parents and little sister as I like to have you, and you have 
picked up some naughty words which I hope you will throw away as you 
would sour or bitter fruit.” Soon enough, children started writing back, 
generally placing their letters on the fireplace, where they believed smoke 
would transport the message to St. Nick.
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Having letters hand-delivered by postal workers, beginning for many 
urban areas in the midst of the Civil War, transformed how Americans 
viewed the mail—as a pleasant surprise arriving at one’s door, rather than 
a burdensome errand. The Chicago Tribune captured this change in per-
ception in an 1864 story about the introduction to the city of thirty-five 
deliverymen. “[W]e were strangers to the varying sensations produced by 
‘the postman’s knock,’” the editors gushed. “Though we had often read of 
his journeyings and followed him in imagination through his daily round, 
as he dropped his gifts like a genuine Santa Claus into other households 
on his beat.” It was only a matter of time before children began to view 
the post office as a direct conduit to the Christmas saint. 

By the 1870s, scattered reports appeared of the receipt of Santa letters 
by local post offices. “The little folks are getting interested about Christ-
mas,” wrote a correspondent in the Columbia, South Carolina, Daily 
Phoenix in December 1873, describing a few Santa missives. “Several let-
ters deposited in the Richmond Post Office, evidently written by children, 
plainly indicated that they, anticipating the annual visit of Santa Claus, 
wished to remind him of what they most desired,” the New York Times 
reported the following year.

Each subsequent winter, as certain as snowflakes fell onto the city 
streets, a growing number of Santa letters ended up at post offices across 
the country, increasing every year. But with no actual fur-coated toy-
maker to receive his mail, each January, the department destroyed them. 
It was a depressing business. But, officials asked, if mailmen began deliv-
ering Santa’s letters, to which other fictional characters would mail be 
shuttled? 

By the turn of the century, the public and press complained about this 
destruction. “There are at present in the Post Office more than a bushel of 
letters to Santa Claus that the dear old mythical Saint will never receive,” 
the Times’ editors lamented in 1899. 

When nothing changed, they raised the volume of their protests: 
“The Christmas season has no charm for the prosaic employes [sic] of 
the Dead Letter Office,” the Times wrote in 1906. “So the letters remain 
undelivered and the requests unresponded to, and Saint Nick overlooks 
thousands of children just because he has not received their petitions.” 
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Irked by the mounting negative press, then–postmaster general 
George von Lengerke Meyer announced on December 14, 1907, that he 
would allow the letters to be answered until the end of the year—for two 
weeks, give or take. For the first time ever, Santa would open his mail. 
Groups rushed to respond, and despite having little time to organize, 
that season saw the rise of organizations like one in Winchester, Ken-
tucky, that began delivering Christmas goodies including nuts, fruits, and 
candy—as well as firecrackers and roman candles—to children. The Silver 
Belt Santa Claus Association dubbed Kris Kringle its “Chairman of the 
Board of Directors” and served the kids of Globe, Arizona. 

But two weeks wasn’t enough time to get a solid operation up and 
running. The groups had little time to properly investigate the letters, 
and many that did found a large number of dubious requests—children 
exaggerating their needs or seeking to take advantage of public gen-
erosity in some other way. In some cities, groups fought over who had 
the right to play Santa. Almost before the philanthropies began their 
work, Meyer, at the urging of a number of established charity groups, 
criticized these upstarts for their lack of oversight and the fact that few 
verified if the letter writers were actually in need. Citing this failure to 
investigate the letters and the generally unprofessional approach of the 
Santa groups, Meyer ruled that the experiment failed and would not be 
repeated. “That vicarious activity of Santa Claus which last Christmas 
removed from the minds of some children in the community the deep-
seated notion that the Christmas saint was a snob who confined his pres-
ents to rich children, is not to be repeated this year,” the Times morosely 
reported in 1908.

This was sad news for many, but perhaps no one was as devastated 
as Elizabeth A. Phillips. Prior to Gluck, she was the most famous Santa 
surrogate, affectionately known in the press as “Miss Santa Claus.” The 
former schoolteacher transformed into a local hero in her Philadelphia 
neighborhood when she brought small gifts to ill children in the local 
hospitals during the holidays. Phillips expanded her efforts in subsequent 
years, as she hosted a Christmas dinner for several hundred destitute chil-
dren at Philadelphia’s grand Bellevue-Stratford Hotel. She even opened a 
seasonal Santa Claus store—with proceeds going to the needy, of course. 
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In 1907, when she learned that local Santa letters could finally be 
answered, Phillips claimed them, putting out calls to donors and recruit-
ing what volunteers she could. Phillips herself delivered most of the gifts, 
in a borrowed automobile stuffed with presents that she drove through 
the city’s poorer neighborhoods. It was a warmhearted effort, but a dis-
organized one far cruder than the sophisticated operation Gluck would 
introduce six years later. 

While she threw herself into helping Philadelphia’s children, Phil-
lips herself needed help. She put everything into assisting those needier 
than she, which she found alleviated a chronic sense of depression that 
afflicted her. Meyer’s demand that Santa letters be returned to the Dead 
Letter Office ended Phillips’s work as Miss Santa Claus. Her Santa Claus 
store did not bring in enough donations to cover rent. On the morning of 
August 11, 1909, alone in her small apartment, Phillips stuffed old rags 
under the door and around the cracks of her window. She connected a 
plastic tube to the room’s gas furnace and gripped it in her teeth as she 
turned the valve, steadily inhaling the fumes. The proprietress, smelling 
gas and fearing a leak, burst into Phillips’s locked room. She was shocked 
to find Miss Santa Claus’s lifeless body on the floor covered in quilts, 
plastic tube still held between her teeth. On Phillips’s dress was pinned a 
notebook page:

No one knows my suffering. I cannot explain. I feel my mind growing 
weaker each day. I have pleaded with them to send me to an institu-
tion, but they would not. I have been in failing health for some time. I 
have always tried to do my best for mankind.

The death of Miss Santa Claus saddened the public and renewed calls 
for the unfeeling postal department to free Santa’s mail for good. Finally, 
in 1911, Postmaster General Hitchcock, a bit more of a romantic than his 
predecessor, decided that releasing the letters, in a limited and cautious 
manner, would pose few serious threats to the department’s operations, 
and ordered that the letters could be answered the final two weeks of the 
year. The consequences could hardly be worse than the negative attention 
they had already been receiving for the current policy. Two years later, the 
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Post Office Department made the ruling permanent—every year, for the 
entire month of December, any organization approved by the local post-
master could answer Santa’s mail.

It was a triumph for those who sought to protect the hopes of New 
York children. But after Hitchcock’s ruling went into effect, Morgan was 
surprised to learn that nobody wanted the job. “Santa Claus Is Tardy 
Saint,” read the front page of the Sun. “Mail Men Disown Santa,” read 
the Tribune. Morgan entreated the public, asking that someone take these 
letters, but the only New Yorker to step forward was a clothier offering 
kid-sized suits and caps. “If Santa Claus doesn’t call soon for his mail, 
which is piling up at the main New York post office, many of his small 
correspondents who are confiding to him what they would like for Christ-
mas will be forced to believe that there isn’t any Santa Claus,” bemoaned 
the Sun. After all the calls for the release of the letters, when the change 
was finally made, Santa Claus decided not to show up in New York City. 

As the days of 1913’s final month ticked away, and Morgan rushed 
through his office managing the parcel post’s first holiday season, he likely 
assumed that this year Santa would again be a no-show. But on December 
8, with so much else on Morgan’s list of tasks, Assistant Postmaster Gen-
eral Satterfield’s call about a clever customs broker with a well-conceived 
system for receiving, verifying, and responding to kids’ wishes caught Mor-
gan’s attention. The postmaster wasted no time in granting Gluck’s request.

The windy afternoon of December 8, he dispatched to Henkel’s 
Chop House the extra load of envelopes from the Dead Letter Office. In 
addition to the city’s mail—and, this year, tens of thousands of packages 
and Christmas gifts—Santa letters would now be part of Gotham post-
men’s appointed rounds. 

 

And now it was up to Gluck to see that the letters were answered. Com-
pared to the volume of parcels Postmaster Morgan expected, Gluck’s 
hundreds of correspondences were modest. But the Santa Claus Associa-
tion did not have thousands of men or monumental new headquarters at 
its disposal. It had a few volunteers working frantically in the second floor 
of a Garment District restaurant. 
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Beyond the influx of letters to process, the volunteers faced the chal-
lenge of separating the worthy from the unworthy letters. Gluck would 
have been well aware that the main reason cited in 1908 for Santa letters 
returning to the Dead Letter Office was the lack of investigation into 
whether the recipients were actually needy. If the Santa Claus Asso-
ciation could not prove the worthiness of its recipients, or if the group 
seemed somehow unserious in its mission, the postmaster might revoke 
its right to answer the letters as fast as he had done to Elizabeth Phillips 
and the others. 

Though it was easy enough to spot a “fashionable address” on gilded 
paper, not all letter writers of privilege were so easily identified. As Gluck 
had initially conceived it, a volunteer would go to any address in ques-
tion and confirm with the child’s parents that they couldn’t afford to play 
Santa themselves. A few workers had done this. But by the group’s fourth 
day in operation, the opening and responding to appeals back at head-
quarters took up all of the volunteers’ limited time, and it became clear 
such investigations would not be feasible citywide. 

Then, on the group’s fourth day, as challenges and envelopes 
mounted, the association office’s phone rang, with a call for Gluck. On 
the line was one of the city’s wealthiest men, with a surprising solution 
for the group’s troubles.
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